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Hello
Thank you for taking the time to go through my portfolio!

My name is Anavi Dhawan. Currently I am engaged in studying what 

I love doing – design and art. I like things that are bold, creative 

and smart. My interests include drawing, reading, cooking and 

writing the occasional poem or short story. Speaking of  stories, 

I love stories that are well thought of  and descriptive. In fact, I 

admire it when someone puts in that extra effort into creating 

something that makes their work stand out. This is what I like to 

do in my work, especially when I make something for someone 

else. More than anything, I like exploring and coming up with new 

ways of  using mediums when I create my work.

I see myself  as an independent artist and an industrial design 

practitioner having an interactive and unconventional element to 

my designs. 

My primary motive in life is to do what I can to save our planet, 

human beings included. I wish to do so through my art and what 

I design and spread the message to everyone.

I hope going through my portfolio is a pleasurable experience for 

you.



Carver’s toolbox

Since I started wood carving in my 1st year of  college, my carving 

chisels have been kept rolled up in newspaper with my mallet and 

wet stone in a cloth bag. When we received our assignment to make 

something that incorporated either carving or welding, I took the 

opportunity to make a toolbox for my carving tools. I used a block Sal 

wood cut and glued into slabs to construct this box. The lid contains 

the 25 small chisels and the main compartment, the bigger tools. 

First, I drew out the outlines of  each chisel on the lid. When I went 

in with the chisel to define the outline, the wood started chipping 

off, so I used the 2mm bit of  a Dremel to do so. I then went in with 

chisels to carve out each section. The toolbox came to life as I added 

finishing touches like the chamfered edges, wax and the Leatherite 

handle. My tools now had a new home, built by themselves.
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(1. Toolbox; 2. Toolbox inside; 3. Chiselling the sections; 4. Leatherite 

handle & closure; 5. Chamfered edges; 6. Hinge)
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Exploring
Material & 3D 
forms

(top left, clock-wise: detail of decoration, dimensions, lamp shade)

The task was to make a 2’ high structure solely out of  planar sheets 

of  cloth with no extra support. This was achieved by starching the 

cloth. I used the principal of  using 3 base-points for the structure 

which makes it the most stable. I cut out 3 similar trapeziums 

with widths of  10” and 5” and height of  26” to form a lampshade. 

I used acrylics to paint on an ocean inspired design.

(top) I have carved out geometric solids–a sphere sitting atop a 

cone–out of  a single block of  wood using only hand tools(chisels, 

mallet and a wood rasp). I used a soft wood called ‘Shivani’, which 

I find is excellent for carving.



(left and top)The challenge given to us was to make a structure out 

of  G.I. wire that was at least 2’ height and would stand on its own. 

Before the idea of the mountain had come about, I had decided to form a 

3-sided pyramid as the base structure, since a structure with 3 base points 

is the most stable. The pyramid had a mountain-esque shade to it and so 

began the construction of the uneven faces of the mountain. After forming 

a pyramid I made a few kinks and bends in the skeleton and started adding 

more wire to form the ridges of the mountain, securing it with binding wire.

I continued the bind further than the overlap to reduce the chance 

of  the wire slipping out.

---------- Progression of  the quality of  the wire binding------- 



Yixing-inspired 
(tea)pot

The Slab technique in pottery emanates finesse, perfection and 

the opportunity to use clay creatively. My focus for this project 

was incorporating contemporary designs into traditional Chinese 

pottery techniques. I was inspired by the beauty and simplicity of  

creating Yixing ware.

Yixing ware is made by preparing a slab of  clay, forming a cylinder 

and using a mallet to lightly beat the clay while slowly rotating 

it so it curves inwards. Unfortunately, the pot was  too dry when 

I attached the spout and handle, and broke off  when it dried. I 

added decoration using a carving tool.
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(1. Pot with spout; 2. Final pot; 3. Forming the shape; 4. Adding the 

base; 5. Using a tape roll to form the lid; 6. Carving the inside  to 

make the wall thin; 7. Making the spout using coiling technique; 8. 

Cutting out the strainer; 9. ‘Pulling’ the handle; 10. Profile of teapot; 

11. Carving detail) 
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(1. The AI console; 2. Using the console; 3. The body parts; 4. Notes 

on the console; 5. The Arduino and wiring)

Air Instruments(AI) is an instrument console where you can 

produce notes without physically touching anything. It has 3 

different instruments that can be played on it — the Flute, Bass 

Guitar and Piano and with 3 different notes for each instrument. 

The console has 3 ultrasonic sensors that are coded to produce 

sounds when an object is placed above them. I used the Arduino 

IDE and Processing 3 to write the code.

This project was made over 2 weeks and was part of  a 4 week 

course where I learnt to use an Arduino for the first time. 1 week 

was spent on ideation and 1 week, executing.

Arduino 
Air instruments

&
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Future of  the project:

 – An accelerometer would be ideal to achieve an intuitive form of   

 playing in the air.

 – Improving sound stability and clarity.

 – Possibility of  using flex sensor with accelerometer to mimic the  

 motion of  playing drums for  Air drumsticks’

 – Extra features: volume control, pitch control, a whole octave 

 instead of  just 3 notes.
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The idea behind this design was to create something both fun and 

functional. I built this chair in a course where I learnt to create 

structures from cardboard using intersecting joints. I used this 

knowledge to build a functional cardboard chair in 1 week. My 

design was inspired by an elliptical chair designed by Chairigami. 

My initial design was ellipse shaped as well with one hemisphere 

being a rocking lounge chair and the other being a rocking study 

area. Unfortunately because of  the lack of  time, I was not able to 

complete the other half. No matter, the lounge ‘Rocker’ chair by 

itself  was a success. Before building, I created a 3D model of  the 

chair with exact dimensions on SketchUp Make which was exported 

to SketchUp Layout for the diagrams.

Cardboard 
‘Rocker’ chair
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(1. 3D model; 2. Cardboard rocker chair; 3. Views & dimensions; 4. 

Base piece; 5. Panel pieces)
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For my first time learning Fusion 360º during a 

workshop, we made headphones using various 

tools like Extrude, Mirror, Bridge, etcetera. I 

wanted to take it a step further with graphics 

and adding a fake brand, something witty and 

punny. And so, Unpugged was born. I created 

the pug vector graphic on Adobe Illustrator 

Draw(for iPad). I kept my colour scheme simple 

and classy. I added details like leather ear pads, 

the perforated sheet in front of  the speaker 

driver and a gold-plated cable jack connector.

Punny 
headphones

(left to right, clock-wise: logo and engraved brand name, side profile, 

detail #1, detail #2)



This is a bar stool design inspired by the Rook in Chess that I created 

for a Fusion 360º competition organised by AutoDesk. When I was 

about 16, I had the idea of  creating a furniture set inspired by 

chess. At that time I only had the AutoDesk 123D Design app on 

my tablet. I did not know how to use the app to make what I wanted. 

In January 2017 a workshop was held to learn Fusion 360º that 

was part of  the same competition. I took this as the opportunity to 

finally give my old design a 3D form as I had wanted to for so long.Rook! It’s a stool!



‘Drop’ is a platform to store, share and discover new music. I built 

the UI using HTML and CSS over the course of  approximately 5 

days. The feel I want Drop to have is ‘bizarre’ and ‘playful’ which 

I achieved by choosing free stock images as the backgrounds on 

each page. I kept two central characters of  the website – the ‘Freaky 

Joker’, whose nose forms the icon, and the ‘Serene Bunny’, who 

appears on subsequent web-pages.

A platform for 
music lovers
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LOGIN FORMSIGN UP FORM

SITE MAP

HOMEPAGE(drop.com)

ABOUT DROP LOGINSTART(sign-up page)

ONLINE LIBRARY

SEARCH BAR

EXPLORE

ADD SONGS

NOTIFICATIONS

DROP DOWN MENU

RADIO

ARTISTS

ALBUMS

SONGS

SIDE PANEL

EDIT/ADD PLAYLISTS

YOUR PLAYLISTS

ALBUM ART

LOG OUT

MY ACCOUNT

SWITCH ACCOUNTS

TOP BAR

GENRES

FOLLOWERS

SIMILAR

FOLLOWINGXYZ USER’S 
PROFILE + 
PLAYLISTS

Opens up new web-page

Feature appears/pops up 
on current web-page

(Click logo)
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PAGE UNDER CONSTRUCTION(FOR INCOMPLETE WEB-PAGES)
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I created this book for a project on ‘the keres(lakes) of  Bangalore’. 

With the upcoming apartment complexes and migrants settling 

down in the area, many people are unaware of  the significance 

that Jakkur Lake has when they see it today. This book has been 

written to communicate information about Jakkur Lake and 

the process of  its restoration. Jakkur Lake may be taken as an 

example of  the way Bangalore City is developing and its effects on 

its citizens and environment.

The following are excerpts and illustrations from the book. The 

book has 4 chapters which include definitions of  relevant words 

at the end of  each chapter.

A step to saving 
our ‘keres’





“I feel...”

The photo-book ‘Ineffable’ is meant to invoke, ironically, the 

feeling of  the ineffable – something too great to be expressed/

described in words.

The final page contains a quote from The Perks of  Being a 

Wallflower – “And in that moment, I swear we were infinite”. The 

photo-book consists of  a series of  17 photographs most of  which 

were shot by me over the years. Following are some photographs 

from the photobook.





I had visited Wayanad as part of  a college project. This series is 

a set of  3 pairs of  photographs taken of  members of  the Paniya 

community there. In this project, our class worked with the notion 

of  communities being “branded” and exoticised (intentionally and 

not) in the field of  anthropology. The first picture of  each photo pair 

concentrates on the jewellery of  the woman whereas the second 

focuses on the woman, the individual. Through this photo series I 

wanted to communicate the separation across communities that 

is brought out when one exorticises said communities’ culture. The 

members of  each cultural group are essentially humans that are not 

different from others at a subconscious level. I have used jewellery 

as a topic represent how people fix their interests on a group’s 

superficial and appealing culture when they represent that group.

Diamonds
aren’t forever





Thank you.


